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Abstract In earlier studies, we found more economical runners having a more compliant quadriceps femoris (QF) tendon at low force levels, and a higher contractile strength and stiffness at the triceps surae (TS). To better understand how these differences influence force generation economy and energy recovery, we simulated contractions using a Hilltype muscle model and the previously determined muscle properties as input parameters. For eight different activation levels, we simulated isovelocity concentric contractions preceded by an isovelocity stretch. The length changes and contraction velocities imposed to the muscle–tendon units (MTU) corresponded to those happening whilst running. The main results of the simulations were: (a) a more compliant tendon at low force levels (QF) led to an advantage in forcegeneration due to a decrease in shortening velocity of the CE, (b) a higher contractile strength and higher stiffness at the TS led to a disadvantage in force-generation at high activation levels and to an advantage at low activation levels. In addition at the high economy runners both MTUs showed an advantageous energy release during shortening, which at the QF was mainly due to a higher elongation of the SEE and at the TS mainly to the higher contractile strength. Especially at low activation levels both MTUs showed an advantageous force generation per activation and a higher energy release as compared to the low economy runners.



1 Introduction Many studies from different disciplines have tried to explain the interindividual variability in running economy in elite long distance runners (Daniels 1985; Saunders et al. 2004). K. Albracht · A. Arampatzis (B) Institute for Biomechanics and Orthopaedics, German Sport University Cologne, Carl-Diem-Weg 6, 50933 Cologne, Germany E-mail: [email protected] Tel.: +49-221-49625610 Fax.: +49-221-4971598



Although biomechanical studies could show that factors describing the body structure and running mechanics have the potential to influence running economy, the observed relationships are weak. For now no factor of critical importance has been identified (Cavanagh and Williams 1982; Heise and Martin 2001; Martin and Morgan 1992; Williams and Cavanagh 1987). It has been suggested that from a mechanical point of view, internal muscle–tendon properties related to the muscle force production are more suitable to explain differences in running economy than external mechanical factors (Martin and Morgan 1992). Consequently it has been pointed out that more research in this direction is needed (Heise and Martin 2001; Martin and Morgan 1992). Motivated by this, in an earlier study we examined the mechanical properties of the quadriceps femoris (QF) and triceps surae (TS) on 28 long distance runners by means of ultrasonography. A cluster analysis of their oxygen consumption identified groups having significantly different running economies. These groups revealed no differences in anthropometry or running kinematics. Concerning the properties of the muscle–tendon units (MTU), the QF of the more economical runners had a more compliant tendon at low force levels (0.05) differences between the high and low economy runners in ankle, knee or hip joint angles. Thus the mean from all subjects was used to obtain representative hip, knee and ankle joint angles during the stance phase of running. The lengths of the four individual muscles of the QF and the three individual muscles of the TS during the stance phase in running were calculated from these kinematic measurements and the regressions provided by Hawkins and Hull (1990). As we utilize a ‘mean’ MTU of the QF and TS, a mean time dependent length, weighted by the PCSAs was calculated. This method was already applied to compute the input parameters from the previous experimental data. The parameters gained from the simulations were: the energy release of the SEE (E see− ), the force in the SEE (Fsee ), the force potential due to the force–length–velocity relationship ( flce vce = flce · f vce ), the force potential due to the force– length relationship ( flce ) and the force potential due to the force–velocity relationship ( f vce ). The comparison between



the high and low economy runners was limited to the shortening of the MTU. In order to compare Fsee , flce vce , flce and f vce between groups, the integrals of each parameter against the time were calculated from the begin of shortening to the end of shortening. The difference between both groups for each examined parameter was expressed by the index I, as the percentage difference in relation to the low economy runners. A positive index indicates an advantage for the high economy runners. The simulations were performed at eight different activation levels (30, 40,…, 100%) and two different activation modes. Mode 1 (constant activation) having a constant activation level throughout the whole contraction and mode 2 (optimized activation) being identical to mode 1 but having an optimized switch off time. The switch off time was optimized in order to maximize the time integral of flce vce during the shortening of the MTU. The lengthening of the MTU always started from the equilibrium position. Exemplarily the time courses of the Fsee from both MTUs calculated using the constant activation and representing the high economy runners are plotted in Fig. 3.



3 Results Figure 4 shows the indices calculated for the energy release of the SEE (E see− ), the force of the SEE (Fsee ) and the force– length–velocity potential ( flce vce ) for both MTUs obtained using the constant activation. For the m. quadriceps femoris, all the three parameters showed positive indices for all activation levels (30–100%), i.e. an advantage in energy release and force generation for the MTU representing the high economy runners. However, these advantages decreased continuously with increasing activation levels (30–100%), the E see− -indices decreased from 27.1 to 0.9%, the Fsee -indices from 6.0 to 0.7% and the flce vce from 5.8 to 0.7%. As there were no differences in contractile strength for the QF between the high and low economy runners the Fsee -indices and flce vce -indices were almost identical.
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Fig. 3 Simulation results: force (FMTU ) in the m. quadriceps femoris (QF) and m. triceps surae (TS) muscle-tendon unit (MTU) at the examined activation levels (30 to 100%). The dashed lines are indicating the length of the MTU (lMTU ) with respect to its optimum length (lMTU,opt )



For the m. triceps surae, the contractile strength of the high economy runners was 39% higher than that of the low economy runners. Therefore the behavior of the Fsee -indices and the flce vce -indices was obviously different. The MTU representing the high economy runners showed a great advantage for E see− (54.0–17.8%) and Fsee (46.1–25.0%) at all activation levels (30–100%). Same as for the QF this advantage decreased with increasing activation levels. The flce vce -indices also decreased with increasing activation levels, but at 60% activation the values turned from positive into negative. Thus we found an advantage (5.1–1.9%) at low activation levels (30–50%) but a disadvantage (0.7–9.4%) at high activation levels (60–100%). For the simulations at which the activation switch off time was optimized in order to maximize flce vce during shortening, the deactivation started with or slightly after the onset of shortening for all calculations. At the QF the deactivation started 0.4–2.0 ms after onset of shortening for the high economy runners. For the low economy runners this happened 0.9–2.6 ms after onset, which was slightly later than for the high economy runners. However, this difference was below 0.7 ms for all activation levels. For the TS the deactivation started directly at the onset of shortening for the high economy runners. For the low economy runners it started directly at the onset of shortening for 30–50% activation and 0.1–0.8 ms later for 60–100% activation. Thus we obtained very similar results for both muscles and both groups. The calculations done for the low economy runners indicate only a slightly later deactivation onset. Concerning the calculated indices (Fig. 5), at the TS the values of all examined parameters were nearly the same as when using the constant activation for their calculation. In this case, for activation levels between 30% and 100%, the E see− indices ranged from 54 to 17%, the force-indices from 49 to 23% and the flce vce -indices from 5 to −10%. While at the TS both calculation modes led to the same results, at the QF the optimized activation enhanced the advantage for the MTU of the high economy runners in energy release and force production. At the QF the optimized activation led to higher E see− indices (32–4%), higher Fsee -indices (12–2%) and higher flce vce indices (12–7%) than the constant activation. Comparing



the Fsee -indices and flce vce -indices at the QF, it becomes evident, that the advantage for the high economy runners due to the force–length–velocity relationship was not completely transferred into force due to an earlier activation offset. Table 2 presents the flce vce -indices split up in their two components flce - and f vce -indices for both muscles and both simulation modes. For both muscles the advantages or disadvantages due to the flce remained nearly constant for all activation levels at a negligible low level ( 
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